The following is The Blue Mountain Lotus Society, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania’s liturgy in remembrance of the people who endured the 2011 earthquake-tsunami in Japan. It is a sensitive and graphic presentation of the scope of their suffering. We should all keep them in mind, as well as those who suffer similarly in other places – Chile, China, New Zealand, etc. The author is Rev. Virginia Parkum.

---------

**Liturgy for Japan and All Beings Touched by the Earthquake**

A: I am the mother playing with her baby, hearing the warning siren, and I am the office worker, feeling shelves falling all around.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*

I am the car driver racing in front of the wave, and the driver on the bridge which is breaking apart; I am the young girl watching breathlessly from the hill, and the grandmother trying to reach higher ground.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*

I am the atomic plant safety worker, seeing water rise and fall, and the plant executive flooded with information; I am the mother told to stay indoors, and keep the windows shut.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*

I am the rescue worker, and the elderly lady found alive, five days after the last wave; I am the father looking for his children’s names on The List of Confirmed Dead, and I am the father finding the names he feared finding.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*

I am the child in a gym shelter, alone, cold and thirsty, And I am the person far away, wondering how much money to send.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*

I am the bird flying in the no-fly zone, and I am the helicopter crewman, hovering in the no-fly zone; I am the Harrisburg resident buying potassium iodide tablets again, remembering Three Mile Island; I am all beings, waiting.

*(silent meditation)* *bell*
May the people, the land, the water, the air, and all beings be healed.  
May all beings be free from suffering and the causes of suffering.  
May we all find wise and compassionate ways to inter-be.

*The Nembutsu (chant) and Incense Offering*

*Namu Amida Butsu (I take refuge in my True Self for my sake and the sake of all beings)*

*Procession to Jizo Altar and Temple Bell, Remembrance of the Deceased*

*The Bodhisattva Gatha*

We dedicate this practice to the welfare of all beings throughout space and time.